From a drop-down menu, select as many options as you like, clicking to check or uncheck.

**Search by Categories**
- Any: Choose a payments channel, or Network Certificate Maintenance Courses

**Search in Packages**
- Nothing selected: Not currently offered.

**Search by Format**
- Any: Choose “Live” for workshops and webinar; “On-Demand” for pre-recorded webcasts

**Search by Type**
- Select format, Symposium, Certificates, CE courses, Training Subscription eligible, Roundtables and Meetings

**Search by Date Range**
Products are filtered by different dates, depending on the combination of live and on-demand components that they contain, and on whether any live components are over or not.

- Start
- End

**Search by Keyword**
Tip: To search by state, enter “, ST”, where “ST” is the state abbreviation.

**Sort By**
Choose “Old to New” to see in chronological date order. Webcasts will be presented first.